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Introduction 

I am an enthusiastic, self employed software developer from Apeldoorn (Gelderland, the Netherlands) with 
broad experience in many fields. My main focus is computer software for the Microsoft .NET platform. Thanks 
to my background in embedded software I am capable of quickly understanding problems and finding 
solutions for them. Both independently and in a team I can make a difference by working thoroughly and 
structured, but also think outside the box, be critical towards working methods and procedures, and come up 
with solutions which are efficient and scalable. My attitude is customer friendly and collegial.  
 
In 1997 I graduated in industrial automation and have been working in that area for the first several years. 
Soon I felt attracted to office automation and started working in the business of integrating industrial and 
office automation. Due to decreasing market for this business I started working in office automation 
completely. I first started programming in VB6 and VB.NET (dotnet), later in Borland Delphi 7 and C#.NET 
(dotnet). Besides that I gained a lot of experience in SQL and SQL Server products. 
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Personalia 
 

Name: M.K. Timmerman (Marcel) 

Date of birth:  September 15, 1974  

Nationality Dutch 

Education  MAVO, MTS, HTS  

Graduation  Industrial automation  

Languages  Dutch (Native) 
English (Advanced) 

 

Skills 
 

( = junior, = medior, = senior) 

Programming languages C#.NET   
Linq / LinqToSql / LinqToEntities  
SQL  
Regular Expressions  
HTML, CSS  
JavaScript, jQuery  

Methods Agile, Scrum  
Object Oriented  
SOA  

Techniques Windows Azure  
XML, XSD, XSLT, XPath  
WCF  
EntityFramework   

Sencha Touch / ExtJS / Angular  
ASP.NET  
MVC  
Ajax  

Database SQL Server  
SQL Server Reporting Services  
SQL Server Integration Services  
SQL Server Analysis Services  
SQL Server Profiler  

Tools Visual Studio     
Team Foundation Server     
DotNetNuke  
SoapUI  
Fiddler  

ANTS Performance Profiler  
Enterprise Architect  
Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, Access)   

  

  



Employers 

April 2015 - today BWaste International BV 

October 2014 - March 2015 WIZIN 

March 2013 - March 2015 Asito BV 

September 2012 - February 2013 De Expiratiedesk 

May 2012 - August 2012 Independer.nl 

January 2012 - April 2012 Europ Assistance (self-employed) 

September 2008 - December 2011 Europ Assistance 

March 2005 - August 2008 Ascalon BV 

April 2002 - February 2005 Centric IT Solutions 

April 2001 - March 2002 ICT 

February 1998 - March 2001 Hollander BV 

 

Work experiences 
Below I entered some of the projects I have been working on, which I think can be relevant for possible clients. 
The projects are sorted in time; the most recent first. 

Communication system for field equipment 

December 2015 until today - Building a server system for communication with simple equipment over GSM 
and GPRS connections. The system should be able to receive and handle various connections and process the 
sessions into an operational database. 
 
Tags: 
C#.NET - Multithreading - Binary communication - Dependency Injection - MQTT - IoT 
 
Situation 
The client has various measuring and access control systems for underground waste containers. These systems 
all have their own vendor specific server systems and protocols for handling connections and exchanging data. 
At the time of development of these systems it was decided that these systems would access the production 
database directly. Now that the number of field devices grow, the performance of the database is jeopardised. 
Managing these systems is difficult and user unfriendly.  
 
Tasks 
To build a new communication service which is reliable and scalable and will reduce pressure on the 
production database. External development of extensions should be possible.  
 
Approach 
The goal was to build a system that would be extensible using plugins, where the plugins would have no 
knowledge of the database structure or the architecture of the system. Therefore I built a library with base 
classes for plugins for the receiving and processing of incoming communication sessions. During the sessions, 
the plugins must record data and store it in a data model also available in the library. Using unit-tests, the 
plugins can be developed and tested without knowledge of the system or the availability of a database, even 
by third parties. The service itself manages the plugins and the speed in which the sessions are processed 
towards the production database. This way the load on the database can be throttled.  
 
Result 
At this moment the service runs using various plugins for various vendors, handling various protocols including 
MQTT. Because the necessary information is made available through a separate database, and session 



processing towards the production database is throttled, the load on the production database is no longer 
noticeable. 

Extension of registration system 

April 2015 until November 2015 - The extension of an online registration system for underground waste 
containers and access passes, and a forecast module and collection planner for the emptying of the 
containers. The portal is built using the Ember JavaScript platform and the server process incudes ServiceStack 
and SQL Server. 
 
Tags: 
C#.NET - Ember - JavaScript - OpenStreetMaps - Leaflet - ServiceStack - SQL Server 
 
Situation 
The client sells underground waste containers and various (software) services to support the management and 
the use of these containers. A third party was building a new portal based on the functionalities of the existing 
one, using the Ember framework. 
 
Tasks 
The portal is mainly a data entry system, of which the data is used to be exchanged with the systems in the 
containers. These systems send measurements (filling degrees) and usage data to the database. Based on the 
history of the measurements, predictions must be provided for the customers to help them plan the emptying 
of the containers as efficient as possible. Based on these predictions, routes must be created for the trucks 
and visualised on the portal. 

 
Approach 
Because the portal was not delivered by the third party yet, I started analysing the data and building a 
business intelligence database and an ETL process for the calculation of the predictions. Once the portal was 
delivered, I built a dashboard which would show the predictions in graphs, which could be used to initiate the 
generation of an emptying route. Using a custom route optimising system based on OpenStreetMaps, the 
routes were determined and shown in the portal using the Leaflet plugin. The routes could also be exported 
for use in other systems.  
 
Result 
Especially the dashboard with its predictions and the automatic selection of containers for emptying was a 
function that got the client and the customers enthusiastic. A future project will integrate the generated 
routes in the navigation systems of the trucks. 

Teambuilding app 

October 2014 until March 2015 - An app for Apple and Android tablets and desktop browsers for improving 
cooperation within teams. The app is based on Sencha Touch combined with PhoneGap Build and graphical 
rendering on an HTML5 canvas. The backend is developed as a web role in .NET using MVC4 which is hosted 
on Windows Azure.  
 
Tags: 
C#.NET - ASP.NET - SQL Server - ModelFirst EntityFramework - MVC - Sencha Touch - JavaScript - FabricJs - 
PhoneGap - CSS - SASS - HTML5 - Windows Azure 
 
Situation 
The client consults for improving cooperation within teams and wants to support this offering an app. He has 
created an extensive model which focusses on behavior, feedback and transparency within the team. An 
extensive functional design has been made. 
 



Tasks 
Setting up a detailed planning and hours estimate to indicate if the app could be built within budget. Then to 
completely build the application, which means building the Sencha app, rendering a dashboard using FabricJs, 
integrating the app with PhoneGap for interaction with devices, and creating the complete Azure backend 
including database, document generation, e-mailing and a synchronizing mechanism between server and 
clients. 
 
Approach 
Because the client suffered from several bad experiences with contractors on this project, transparency in 
planning, execution and progress was key in this project. I took care of that using several tools. For reporting I 
implemented a concept based on MigraDocs, because support for Microsoft Reporting Services on Azure was 
ended. 
 
Result 
At the moment of writing this the app is in the pilot phase and is already successfully deployed on Azure. With 
a single code base both the web version and the PhoneGap version are created, which are already 
downloadable from Google Play and the Apple AppStore.  

Various apps 

March 2013 until March 2015 - Various apps for iPhone, iPad and desktop browsers for optimisation of various 
processes. Developed using Sencha Touch for the iPhone and iPad and using Sencha ExtJS for desktop 
browsers, and using an ASP.NET MVC server-side. 
 
Tags: 
C#.NET - ASP.NET - SQL Server - CodeFirst EntityFramework - MVC - ServiceBus - Sencha Touch - Sencha ExtJS - 
JavaScript - CSS - Single Page Application - JsDuck - TFS 
 
Situation 
The client is busy automising and optimising a number of very inefficient processes by normalising the 
business processes using apps. Problems that need to be solved are for example incorrect composing or 
processing of offers and the processing of incidental work that is done incorrect or not at all, causing the work 
not to be invoicable. 
 
Tasks 
My tasks were to technically design and implement apps and the MVC controllers, business logic and data 
layer behind them. Besides that I made changes and additions to existing ServiceBus systems and impact 
analyses and implementations for RFC's in all layers of the architecture. Especially the problems that rise from 
using the Sencha platforms in our specific situation cause some serious challenges. 
 
Approach 
The apps are built using a Sencha front, constructing a full MVC architecture in the browser, in JavaScript, as a 
Single Page Application. Data is exchanged with the server using ASP.NET MVC controllers, obviously using 
only Views en Controllers. The standard layered architecture is expanded with a ServiceBus taking care of 
communications with surrounding applications like Sap. 
 
A task that I specifically performed in the team was the task of Sencha expert; I wrote code for solving bugs in 
the Sencha code (overrides) and helped solving problems involving the specific application of the Sencha 
platform in our projects, by debugging the Sencha code itself. Besides that I built a framework for normalising 
the JavaScript logic shared over the apps. 
 
Result 
At the time I wrote this report various apps were already developed resulting in increasing quality because 
developers strongly depend on their experience with the Sencha platforms. Because of the increasing 



knowledge of the platforms the project's plan ability also increase. The quality and architecture of the server 
systems also perform well and are well analysable.  
 

Premium server en annuity portal 

September 2012 until February 2013 - A WCF service for the collection of annuity product information from a 
number of web services, and some modules for a DotNetNuke portal, which can be used by private persons 
and agents to compare and close annuity products. 
 
Tags: 
C#.NET - WCF - SQL Server - Reporting Services - XML - XSLT - ASP.NET - DotNetNuke - CSS - Javascript - JQuery 
 
Situation 
The client has an existing system that collects and shows information about a certain annuity product type, 
which has been developed and is maintained by an external party. Because of changes in the market, some 
extensive changes are necessary in this system. Because the external party states that they cannot solve this 
problem and the can also not turn over the source code because of integration in their framework, it is 
decided that the system is built again from scratch. 
 
Tasks 
My tasks were to design and implement a annuity premium server, along with WCF service and data contracts, 
which would collect product information from insurers using multiple threads. Per insurer I built a provider 
which translates between internal messages and insurer messages, and calls the service. Besides that, I 
cooperated on the building of some DotNetNuke modules for using the premium server, showing the results 
and building case files around the use of the premium server. 
 
Approach 
When building the data contracts, I followed the AFD standard (www.sivi.nl) as far as possible. I built a very 
generic solution where it comes to managing and calling the providers. Per provider I choose between a clean 
WCF mapping based on imported contracts and a method of translating messages using XML transformations 
(XSLT). For the DotNetNuke modules we used the standard template provided for Visual Studio. For the 
desired functionality we combined standard DotNetNuke functionality with custom functionality. 
 
Result 
The premium server operates veery well and is a good integration of the comparison portal and the systems of 
the insurers. The DotNetNuke modules, which are still in development, offer a complete user experience and 
maintain a complex user hierarchy. 

Comparison site for dentists 

May 2012 until August 2012 - When the Dutch government released the dentists rates at the start of 2012, 
Achmea and Independer.nl cooperated in a project to add dentist comparison to the website of Independer.nl. 
Besides the addition to the Independer.nl website, the comparison application had to be built also in a white-
label form, so 'skins' of Achmea labels could be applied to it and it could be embedded in the websites of the 
Achmea labels.  
 
Tags: 
Scrum - C#.NET - ASP.NET - CSS - Javascript - jQuery - SQL Server 
 
Situation 
From the moment the developments started, I got involved in this project. Because the Independer.nl website 
exists since about the year 2000, an extensive framework has been built which had to be used to build this 
new addition. This framework contains all kinds of solutions for standard needs like standard controls, content 
management, skin management, etc. 
 



Tasks 
My tasks were mainly building web pages and controls and the styling of them using CSS. Besides that I 
assisted in coming up with a solution for implementing white-label and I trained and coached a junior 
colleague. 
 
Approach 
Besides the common scrum tasks I was involved in the decision making around functional and technical 
matters, and the definition of tasks from user stories. The development tasks usually existed of the building of 
pages and controls, combined with Ajax server interaction and styling conform the specifications delivered by 
a user interface designer. 
 
Result 
When I left the project, a fully functional application was added to the Independer.nl website, along with a 
white-label version in which already several skins for Achmea labels had been implemented. Because only a 
few labels still had to be implemented, my assistance was no longer needed. 
 
Besides my work for the dentist comparison application, I worked on some changes to Independer.nl's 
mechanism for comparison of car insurances. 

AutoGui 

January 2011 until April 2012 – This is a private project that I developed in my free time. It is a library that can 
generate a user interface based on object interfaces (model) and behaviour definitions. This behaviour can be 
manipulated through attributes, XML configuration or through code. Initially, I created an implementation for 
WinForms. Later on, I started with an implementation for WPF and an ASP.NET implementation could follow. I 
have developed this project privately and applied it once for a client. 
 
Tags: 
C#.NET - Generic - Reflection - WinForms - WPF 
 
Situation 
At the end of 2010 I worked on a project that required a lot of data entry forms which had to be built using 
WinForms and a third party controls library. Because the forms were built over a period of time with a group 
of developers without a strictly defined standard, the built application did not show a consistent user 
experience. Apart from that, a lot of (mostly) the same tasks had to be done over and over again, and some 
errors were solved in multiple forms. 
 
Tasks 
To avoid these repetitive tasks and errors I decided to build a library which would, based on behaviour, 
generate a user interface. This behaviour would be defined on the members of a data model. The goal was to 
accomplish a maximum result with minimal effort, only programming the exceptions from the default 
behaviour, like specific validations or certain actions when modifying a collection.  
 
Approach 
I started by defining a number of standard behaviour definitions for the most common data types. Then I built 
base classes, interfaces and attributes for the handling of behaviours and the creation of controls, and I built 
control providers and behaviour providers. Using the behaviour providers a developer could, in a generic way, 
control the default behaviour of classes and members in the model. After that, I built an implementation for 
WinForms which could be applied to the project I worked on at that time. The way of laying out a screen 
showed to have a lot in common with the way it is done in WPF. 
 
Result 
For some of the forms in the mentioned project I applied AutoGui, which gave a good result. The forms hardly 
require any development time; when a data model is expanded, very little to no time at all is required to 
update the screen, because it is built based on the model. 



Supplier Database 

January 2012 until March 2012 - A system that can manage supplier data and integrate it into the application 
landscape of the client. For various working processes, business clients en dossier kinds of the client, various 
supplier selection processes are applicable. To not burden the agent with the decision of which selection 
process to use, risking user errors, not only the selection processes but also the selection of the selection 
process is implemented in the system. 
 
Tags: 
C#.NET - ASP.NET - MVC - JavaScript - SQL - SQL Server 
 
Situation 
A great diversion of working processes faces the agent, who needs to order some kind of service, with a lot of 
possible ways to select a supplier. The supplier tool currently in use demands a lot of user interaction, while 
commonly there is enough information at hand to select the right supplier without any user interaction. In a 
working environment where the handling time of a dossier is critical, unnecessary labour intensity is not 
appreciated. 
 
Tasks 
My tasks included the full design and implementation of a new supplier system, where not only the supplier 
data could be managed in a flexible and scalable way, but also where implemented selection methods would 
be set up and automated in a way that the administrators could create a decision flow for the activation of the 
correct selection method. The decisions are made based on information entered into the system by 
automation, by steps in the decision flow or manually.  
 
Approach 
Because the system would have to be integrated into existing (web) applications, I decided to build it as a 
ASP.NET application using MVC2. For data storage I built a SQL Server database, which logs data changes using 
triggers. The search methods are implemented in nodes which can be included in a tree shaped structure and 
be configured. By evaluating conditions, a selection method can be selected from the tree. Alternative search 
methods are also administered by adding them to the tree. 
 
Result 
By the time my assignment with this client ended, the Supplier Database was being acceptance tested. Using 
the system instead of the existing saved a great deal in the handling time of a dossier, and took away the drag 
of having to do unnecessary actions. The system is assembled beautifully and we used some cool techniques. 
Because of the clear design it is well maintainable. 
 

Subscriber Import System 

April 2011 until December 2011 - A database system for the integration of end user information in the client’s 
application landscape. Business clients supply end user information in many different formats, often with 
questionable data quality. The system converts, validates and imports this information so it can be searched 
and integrated, and keeps a history for the data. 
 
Tags: 
C#.NET - SQL - SQL Server - SQL Server Reporting Services - WCF - AutoGui - Regular Expressions 
 
Situation 
An alarm centre operates on many business clients, who have service agreements with their clients (end 
clients). The alarm centre commonly provides the actual service, and depends on information provided by the 
business client when it comes to the determination of coverage. This information is provided through various 
channels and in various formats, and often contains a lot of bad data. Therefore a lot of validation and 
converting is necessary. The system must be very flexibly configurable to be able to handle all these situations. 



On top of that, the system has to be able to work with a lot of data which requires an efficient database 
design. 
 
Tasks 
My tasks included the full implementation of the system, from solution design to database design and 
implementation. Besides that, I had to determine the requirements based on import definitions in an existing 
system, business gaps and additional functional requests from users. 
 
Approach 
After the inventory of the requirements I set up a database structure, where I made a clear distinction 
between data that had to be searchable and data that was only to be returned by the system. Soon it became 
clear that the processing of very large files, which included attaching the records to their history, could 
become a problem. By using bulk imports and stored procedures combined with the proper indexes I was able 
to tune the process to a very acceptable performance. 
 
For the input of files into the system I developed a transport layer able of reading files from e-mail, ftp, etc. 
and offering them to the right import definition. When an import is finished, a report is sent concerning the 
result of the import. This report includes a file of the rejected records along with the reasons for the 
rejections. This way the business client can take his responsibility of correctly supplying the data. 
 
Apart from the obvious data validations, the user is able to enter validations based on regular expressions and 
based on C# expressions. For the latter support of a developer may be necessary.  
 
The data present in the system is made available for integration in business processes through a web service. I 
also developed some reports for querying the data in order to handle complaints about coverages. 
 
For the administration of the system settings I used my AutoGui project, which is a behavior based library for 
the generation of a user interface. Doing so, it took little time to create and maintain the user interface. 
 
Result 
The system is fully operational and provides all the flexibility necessary to setup the needed imports. Being 
this flexible, a great deal of options can be set which does not make administering the system easy. 
Documentation and screen hints make efficient use possible. The impressive performance and reliable result 
make me proud to have developed this system. 
 

MidOffice platform 

April 2010 until September 2011 – A software platform for the support of front office, clearing and billing 
activities, which exists of web services and a user interface built in C#.NET, some business services built in 
Magic iBolt and an existing front office application for the registration of dossiers. My part in the development 
team includes helping developing the web services and user interface in C#.NET and managing database 
changes. In this description I will especially discuss the things I have done to improve the development 
process. 
 
Tags:  
C#.NET - SQL - SQL Server - SQL Server Reporting Services - WCF - Microsoft Enterprise Library 
 
 
 
Situation 
The client was facing the well-known problem of having to merge multiple operational software platforms 
after a few corporate merges. After a long period of extensively collecting and analyzing software 
requirements it was concluded that a full picture of the requirements was too hard to make and that standard 
software could not be selected. Especially the structured storage and enforcement of contractual agreements 



with business clients was found to be difficult. It was then decided to start a project to build the software in 
house. Besides implementing those mid-office activities, an existing front office application had to be 
integrated with the system to enforce the mentioned contractual agreements at the creation of dossiers.  
 
Tasks 
I have mainly been working on the implementation of the WCF web services. A great part of that consists of 
setting up configuration files, which can be inefficient and error sensitive in an DTAP setup. 
 
Besides that I integrated the front office application into the platform. This was particularly difficult because 
this application hardly offered any integration API.   
 
Another task I had was the change management of the database. 
 
Approach 
For the integration of the front office application, an old Win32 application written in C++, I had to take a quite 
unconventional approach. The integration possibilities offered by the application were not sufficient by far, 
making it impossible for the customisations to take control on various crucial moments in the front office 
process. In my effort to make this possible after all, I made some customisations which, based on the Win32 
API, replaced parts of the program’s user interface by parts written in C#.NET. 
 
Besides the common programming tasks, I made some changes in the development team’s working process 
which I think are worth mentioning. Like mentioned above, configuring WCF endpoints (amongst others) in an 
DTAP setup can be a challenge. The configuration files are quite large and mainly the same for all 
environments in the DTAP setup, besides things like server addresses, debugging and tracing settings and so 
on. Making a small fix to a configuration in one environment can be easily forgotten in the others. To fix this I 
made a small utility which creates the configuration file from a template. Changes are made to the template 
and at building time the utility uses its own configuration to fill in the flexible parts of the configuration file. 
This avoids a lot of problems at deployment and makes the work of developers easier. 
 
For the management of database changes I set up a procedure managing the database changes using a 
database version code. This version code is validated by each change script and changed at the end. In the 
development team, I was the person who could solve database related problems, arrange data migrations and 
writing complex queries. 
 
Result 
During this Agile project the team has been able to be very productive due to efficient work and a hands-on 
attitude. I have learned a great deal about database performance tuning and how to use Linq2Sql correctly to 
generate efficient database interaction. 
 

District tool 

November 2009 until May 2010 - A system for managing and querying geographical districts. Client and 
supplier contracts may involve agreements based on geographical regions for the service locations. Exceptions 
to these regions can be made if the service location is on or near a high priority road. These roads are also 
administered in this system. 
 
Tags: 
Google Maps - Javascript - Ajax - ASP.NET - C#.NET - SQL Server Geography 
 
Situation 
In the process of the client, suppliers are selected based on the location where the service must be provided. 
The monopoly of providing certain services are arranged through tenders by the government. Therefore it is 
crucial to maintain these arrangements thoroughly. A previous system was set up using a database which 
connected each city, and often each street within a city and sometimes even each crossroad on a street to a 



particular district. The maintenance of this system, like changing district borders and administering changes in 
road and street number plans, was very labour intensive. When the client changed to another operational 
system, alternatives for this system which would solve these issues had to be evaluated. Drawing the districts 
onto a map was the obvious concept. 
 
Tasks 
I have investigated several systems and concluded that Google Maps was the most suitable mapping 
application we could use, especially because of the extended API and because it is free. After that, my tasks 
included the design and implementation of an application for the drawing of the districts, and a web service 
for querying the data.  
 
Approach 
I started off by building a simple web page with a Google map, authentication system and the possibility to 
choose a districts configuration. After that the user could draw border lines for the districts and create districts 
by selecting a chain of border lines. Working this way, instead of letting the user draw polygons, ensures that 
the regions fit seamlessly without gaps or overlaps between them. Data is exchanged with the server through 
Ajax. 
 
Because the system ran on a MySQL database at first, I created a method myself to determine in which district 
a service location was in. Later on, the system was moved to an IIS server and therefore converted to ASP.NET 
combined with SQL Server. Therefore the SQL Server Geography data type could be used. 
 
Result 
The application is user friendly and fast. Hardly any time is spent any more on the administration of the 
districts. The application for the selection of suppliers is integrated with the districts tool and this works great. 
 

Financial data warehouse 

September 2008 until October 2009 - In this period, I have mainly been working on reporting. At first, building 
and maintaining Qlikview reports, later on building an OLAP environment to provide financial intelligence for 
an operational application. This project is described here. 
 
Tags:  
SQL - SQL Server - SSIS - SSAS - SSRS - MDX 
 
 
Situation 
The client has had an operational application running for years. Amongst others, this application was used to 
perform financial transactions like the purchasing and reselling of services and the invoicing of operational 
fees. This application was however mainly built to support the operational process, causing an increasing 
workload on the financial department to keep all kinds of figures up to date. This department had to rely on 
massive spreadsheets and a lot of employee’s knowledge to perform their tasks. 
 
Tasks 
Together with a financial analyst I started by defining the reporting needs necessary to provide financial 
insight. The goal was to realize a reporting system which would quickly and reliably provide the data, 
centralizing and maintaining calculation definitions and business knowledge.  
 
Approach 
I started by converting the defined reporting needs to a data model which I realized in a SQL Server database. 
In order to be able to fill the data structure with data from the operational system, I built an ETL process in 
SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS), which extracted data from the Oracle database and transformed and 
saved it to the mentioned data structure. After that, I built an OLAP database onto this data structure using 
SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS). For the complex calculations I used MDX expressions. 



 
Result 
Using the new OLAP database, the financial department spent significantly less time on recurring reports like 
the monthly closure. Apart from that, there was a decreased dependency on some employees who had the 
crucial knowledge of the working methodology and exceptions. The new environment gave a fast and reliable 
picture of the financial situation. The client was very satisfied. 
 

Development invironment for embedded software 

March 2005 until August 2008 - For the programming of ‘simple’ microprocessors in a modern way, I was part 
of a small team who developed a concept where a microprocessor executes a program as a virtual machine. 
My part in the development was the design and implementation of the programming environment on a 
Windows platform. Other members of the team took care of the development of hardware, the virtual 
machine in assembly and the development of a library for using 3D rendering in OpenGL. 
 
Tags: 
Borland Delphi 7 - XML - Serial communication - OpenGL - Resource Critical 
 
 
Situation 
My employer, who had extended experience in embedded software, had dealt with many diagnostics and 
debugging problems on systems which run on isolated microprocessors, mainly en the industrial and domestic 
heating branch. Debugging facilities were very limited, while on the other hand programs can be very complex 
because up to twenty different setups are implemented in one controller. That is why a project was started to 
create a programming environment where the programming of such a system would be simplified and 
maintainable, implementing modern debugging facilities. The goal was to enable a process expert, without a 
lot of programming knowledge, to program and modify a controller. The core of this controller would be 
processor common to that market, drastically limiting the resources. An example of such a limitation is 128kB 
of memory to store all data. 
 
Tasks 
The number of technicians in the team was limited, so the development of the programming environment 
(IDE) was entirely up to me. Another team member developed a 3D library to enable OpenGL, because the 
programming environment used a 3D interface. This technique was chosen because the IDE could also be used 
as a SCADA application. Besides building an instruction table for the virtual machine out of a created program, 
the IDE had to also be able to download an existing program from a controller and recreate (de-compile) that 
program to a user friendly readable program. 
 
Approach 
Together with the programmer of the virtual machine I developed an instruction set for the virtual machine. 
By combining this instruction set with structure markings and compacted documentation, the IDE was able to 
create a program and upload it to the 128kB of space, and recreate the initial graphic representation when the 
program was downloaded back from the device.  
 
For the communication with and between devices we developed a serial protocol over RS485. This protocol 
enabled the up- and downloading of programs, reading actual values of variables and intermediate results in 
calculations, debugging and stepping.  
 
Projects were saved in XML format. For remote diagnostics I developed a web server which represented the 
project in VRML format, projecting the actual situation into the views. 
 



Result 
I have experienced this project as very interesting, the work as pioneering and the result as spectacular. By the 
time I left the company, we had a working prototype which met all requirements. I am very proud to have 
been a part of this project. 
 

Preceding 

From 2000 I have been working as a programmer in office automation, at first mainly in Visual Basic 6 and 
after that also in VB.NET. My projects from march 2005 are included above. 
 


